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Details of Visit:

Author: GERSON
Location 2: Royal Oak, W2
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 17 Sep 2011 1600
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Home Of London Escorts-Agency Barracuda
Website: http://www.agencybarracuda.co.uk
Phone: 07912673063

The Premises:

Apartment was easy to find, clean decor.

The Lady:

Photos were 90 % accurate, young, early 20s, slender build, long hairless legs and smooth skin.

The Story:

Pros: Attractive young slim women, the one you would like to have one night stand with in a bar or
night club.

Cons: Very limited English, very unwilling and passive, day 3 on her job.
Couldn't even understand what does the word PUSSY mean.... said it all.
I have seen some girls with very little English before, but they would normally make up for it with
better attitude and more eager to please.

NOT WITH THIS LADY!
It was a DOLL like experience from start to finish!!

Answer the door with a stare, then she just stood there like a robot and hinting I need to pay her first
before any kind of interactions to take place.

Light Kissing, No CIM. BBJ was below average, very reluctant, closed her eyes most of her time,
clearly didn't pretend to enjoy it, and half way through the act, she freaked out into the toilet and
rinsed her mouth, very health conscious indeed.

I WASN'T IMPRESSED

She can speak very good Italian, but I couldn't
No Cuddles, No fluirting, no GFE, PSE? You gotta be kidding.

Afterall, it was awkward, mechanical, passive and very boring. After the first round, she would just
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sit apart from me, like a machine that just got switched off, and took some effort to initiate the
second round.

I ended up leaving the appointment 45 minutes earlier.

NOT SATISFIED AT ALL

I would recommend this lady for 30 mins or 45 minutes at best.
Certainly not worth more than an hour unless you can speak maldovan or italian.

This is not the agency's fault, the photos were very accurate.
Just the lady wasn't really into her job.
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